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Introduction
Examiners’ overall impression was that this was an inviting paper which offered the well
prepared candidate plenty of opportunities to show what they were capable of.
A pleasing feature of this year’s exam was the increased numbers attempting the parties
(45 marks) question, and it came very close to the race question in popularity. The parties
topic offers candidates a lot of opportunities to use contemporary knowledge, and as a
consequence they produce better answers. Race remains a very popular topic, but too many
candidates still find it difficult to adapt their knowledge to the question in front of them.
An invariable characteristic of stronger answers is their use of relevant contemporary
examples, and examiners were impressed by the extent of many candidates’ knowledge.
However, it cannot be rewarded unless it is convincingly linked to the question, and much of
what candidates wrote about the Ferguson riots was difficult to reward for this reason.
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Question 1
This was a question where candidates adopted a variety of approaches, but undoubtedly
the most effective was to discuss different reasons for the failure of campaign finance
reform in consecutive paragraphs. Some answers gave a narrative account of the history of
campaign finance reform or discussed key terms, which meant that the reasons for failure
emerged only obliquely. Campaign finance is a technical area and it was a rare answer that
was not guilty of at least some degree of confusion or inaccuracy. The distinction between
federal matching funds for the primary campaign and the grant for the general election is
still poorly understood, and many candidates mixed up donations to parties and donations
to candidates; ‘soft’ money suffers particularly in this regard, and it is surprising how
many candidates are unaware that the BCRA banned national parties from accepting it.
Unsurprisingly, there was a good deal of haziness around the PACs and super PACs, and
PACs continue to be described in many answers as a loophole.
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Examiner Comments

This is a fairly typical low Level 3 answer to this question, in which
four different factors are identified and explained, although their
treatment is slightly uneven. The first paragraph on lack of political
will is probably the best; the Supreme Court's role is clearly
understood, although there are relevant cases which could usefully
have been considered. It would have been more logical to include
the emergence of super PACs in this paragraph than describe it as a
loophole, and the candidate makes the common mistake of describing
'regular' PACs as a loophole. Nevertheless, a good answer.

Examiner Tip

Short answer structure - this answer makes four
separate points which works well. It would work equally
well to make three points and develop them more fully.
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Question 2
This was a popular question and in general answered well. Many answers discussed three
different methods and were able to use a wide range of evidence; examiners were pleased
to note the use of many modern examples, rather than the ever present Brown and Roe.
The key issue affecting candidates’ achievement was the extent to which they complied with
the injunction to ‘assess’; many answers simply explained the ways in which a pressure
group could attempt, for example, to influence the Senate’s consideration of a president’s
nomination, with no assessment of its effectiveness at all. Even those who tried to assess
would typically claim that because several hundred amicus curiae briefs were submitted for
a particular case they were therefore effective, which added little to the answer.
The best answers used evidence to construct an argument, for example, that it was
impossible to be certain of the effect of amicus briefs, or that for any given nomination
probably half the pressure groups involved will be disappointed, or that test cases are only
available to groups with resources, with an uncertain outcome in prospect.
Weaker answers discussed generic pressure groups activities such as lobbying, funding, and
the revolving door, with no recognition that they were not applicable to the Supreme Court;
a surprising number of candidates thought that the justices are receptive to lobbyists and
are in need of campaign donations.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is a typical bottom Level 3 answer. The candidate clearly
explains four different methods which pressure groups can use to
influence the Supreme Court and makes a good attempt to assess
their effectiveness. That said, the analysis is not developed, and the
examples cited lack the detail which would make them more convincing
- both would need improvement for the answer to rise in Level 3.

Examiner Tip

Examples - the use of examples supports the points candidates
are making but they need to be as detailed as possible to really
add anything to the answer. The activity of pressure groups
either supporting or opposing the nomination of Samuel Alito is
referred to on the second side but only very briefly, and would
be much more effective if the explanation was fuller.
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Question 3
Immigration and affirmative action were the obvious topics for candidates to select and
answer well for full marks. Most candidates were able to identify at least one topic, although
it was surprising that very few indeed seemed to be aware of the recent controversy over
Republican states introducing voter ID requirements. Quite a few answers made the point
that, as partisan divisions over immigration have become more high-profile, divisions over
affirmative action have abated, in public view at any rate. Very few answers were immune
from error over the details of the different executive actions (e.g. ‘DACA’ and ‘DAPA’) the
president has taken in recent years. Most were generally rather limited in scope, when
candidates had the opportunity both to discuss the reasons for partisan disagreement
over affirmative action and the political events which they led to. Many candidates ran out
of material relatively quickly and were then forced to improvise, with varying degrees of
success; the Ferguson riots were clearly in the minds of many, but it was difficult to find
distinctive party positions to comment on, nor was it possible to reward knowledge of
disputes around same sex marriage or issues specifically affecting women. The disputes
over the status of English as an official language, of the USA as a whole and individual
states, were used by some enterprising candidates, and indeed welfare and health provision
could both be made relevant, although seldom were.
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes two points, about immigration reform and
affirmative action, and unlike a lot of answers attempts to explain
both the disagreements of principle between the two parties and
the political developments they have led to. Immigration reform is
dealt with more fully than affirmative action, and the lack of recent
examples on affirmative action might have prompted the candidate to
conclude that partisan divisions are less marked than they once were.

Examiner Tip

Every paper will have some questions which have
not appeared before and candidates need to think
carefully before writing about which elements
of their knowledge can be made relevant. This
candidate does it quite successfully.
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Question 4
Third parties are the sort of neat self-contained topic which is always popular with
candidates, and this question proved accessible to many. The majority were able to provide
at least three clear points on why third parties have limited success with campaign finance,
with the ‘winner takes all’ election system and ‘co-optation’ among the most popular. As was
the case for question two, the command word ‘assess’ was frequently ignored and there
were a lot of answers stuck at the top of Level 2, as they identified three limitations but
offered no point of assessment. Some made it into the bottom of Level 3 by asserting that
a given factor is the ‘most important,’ but to move towards the top required some sort of
argument, for example that the increasing polarisation of the two parties in recent years has
made it even harder for third parties to find an ideological niche. An alternative argument,
of course, which was advanced by a few candidates, is that polarisation has created an
opportunity in the centre for a third party which, for whatever reason, has not so far been
taken. Many candidates wrote about ‘winner takes all’ solely in the context of the Electoral
College, as though third party candidates only ever took part in the presidential election,
and it was a sign of a better answer when it distinguished between factors which affected
different sorts of election.
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Examiner Comments

This answer uses knowledge of the two main parties to develop a
point about the success of minor parties in the first paragraph and
this is probably the best part of the answer. Another commendable
feature is the range of examples used throughout, although they
would be more impressive if they were completely accurate.

Examiner Tip

Examples - as already explained, detailed examples are an essential
feature of a strong answer; they need to be evidenced right though the
answer and examiners do check the details. Despite the claim on the
third side, there was no gubernatorial election in Minnesota in 2012,
never mind a Constitution Party winner; the candidate may have had
in mind the success of Jesse Ventura for the Reform Party in 1998.
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Question 5
This question was not particularly well answered, which was a surprise since essentially the
same question appeared as recently as the June 2012 series. Most candidates were able
to identify multiple access points which makes the American system hospitable to pressure
groups, but after that their knowledge ran out, and they devoted three paragraphs to three
different access points, which made the answer essentially one reason. Stronger answers
identified access points, developed that with reference to federal and state institutions,
and then moved on to two additional reasons, often the first amendment and the cost of
elections, while some mentioned the diversity of the USA or developed a point around the
weakness of parties as well. One or two candidates misread the question and wrote about
environmental pressure groups, which severely limited their opportunities for marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is another low Level 3 answer which looks at three
different points and explains them clearly, if a little unevenly.
The explanation in the second paragraph is well developed
but, to return to the point of detail in examples, would be
stronger if the Max Baucus example was fuller, and his role
in the passage of the Affordable Care Act was referred to.
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Question 6
As is almost invariably recorded in these reports, the best answers on the paper were
written on the 45 mark parties question. Centres are doing an excellent job in keeping their
candidates completely up to date. Contemporary evidence, such as the fallout between
President Obama and Senator Warren over the Trans-Pacific Partnership, was impressively
deployed in many answers. Stronger answers adopted one of two approaches, either looking
at the factions of each party and then giving evidence of divisions between them with recent
examples, or focusing on different policy areas and analysing the divisions and unity in each.
Many agreed with the quote that the Republicans are more divided as a result of the rise of
the Tea Party pushing them to the right, without apparently realising that this may be better
evidence that the party is actually becoming more united. There were lots of references to
‘factions’ in the Republican Party such as social conservatives and fiscal conservatives, with
little recognition that they actually share views on almost all policy areas. It was not easy for
many to untangle the differences between the Tea Party and the establishment Republicans
they seek to replace, since on areas such as tax and government expenditure they seem
to have a lot in common. Some answers were structured around the 2016 candidates and,
while these were commendably up to date, some drifted into speculation on their prospects
at the expense of policy analysis. Weaker answers tended to focus all or nearly all of
their discussion on the Republicans, with the Democrats either ignored completely or only
appearing in the conclusion. President George W. Bush featured in many answers, but it
wasn’t always recognised that his brand of ‘big government’/’compassionate’ conservatism
no longer has a voice within the party, and indeed is seen by many Republicans as an
aberration never to be repeated. The ‘Blue Dogs’ received a lot more coverage than their
influence, either past or present, probably merited, and candidates were prone to see the
votes of a small number of members of Congress or the existence of a congressional group,
whatever its size, as evidence of a significant split.
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Examiner Comments

The strength of this answer lies with the balance of
historical knowledge and contemporary detail, which was a
characteristic of many answers to this question. Unlike many,
it also explains clearly the differences between 'country club'
conservatives and the Tea Party over such issues as TARP.

Examiner Tip

Conclusions - all long answers need a conclusion
when the main argument is restated, and this
answer makes a reasonable job of it.
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Question 7
Election essay questions are usually popular, so it was a little surprising that this was by
some way the least attempted of the three 45 mark questions, and also surprising that in
many answered there was a lack of detailed knowledge of the 2014 elections, which had
taken place only eight months previously. The last question set on the midterms asked
whether they were a referendum on the president, and this one required very similar
arguments. Stronger answers drew on elections going back to 1994, and most concluded
that the increasing ‘nationalisation’ of the midterms, which had begun then, meant that
national factors were indeed more important than local ones. Level 2 answers were typically
very generic and discussed local factors in terms of incumbency and gerrymandering, with
little or no reference to actual elections or politicians. An example which could have been
used in a variety of ways was the primary defeat of Eric Cantor, but in fact it was seen more
often in question 6 answers than here. A few answers referred to gubernatorial elections and
initiatives and propositions but rarely managed to make them relevant.
At the weaker end, there was confusion over the difference between national and local
factors, and the evidence used was often from presidential year elections.
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Examiner Comments

This is typical of the better answers to this question. It is clearly argued
and draws on a reasonable range of points, but specific knowledge of
the 2014 midterms (and all others) is quite thin; it is one of the few to
refer to the defeat of Eric Cantor (although Cantor's vanquisher was not
Christine O'Donnell as the candidate claims) but apart from that, and a
reference to the unpopularity of the president, there is very little here.
It would be surprising if the candidate came into the exam intending to
answer a question on the midterms results but, if they are improvising,
they do a respectable job. The candidate gets credit for referring to
three separate elections, albeit in very general terms.

Examiner Tip

Introductions - essays need an introduction, in which
the candidate explains the nature of the debate the
question gives rise to and the direction they intend to
take. This introduction makes a reasonable attempt
at both, and the Tip O'Neill quote is a nice touch.
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Question 8
Race questions are always popular, but not all candidates found this one accessible.
As sometimes seems to be the case with the pressure groups topic, a good number of
candidates had a prepared race answer which they reproduced whatever the question and,
in many answers, the key term of the question, ‘doomed to failure’, disappeared from view
at an early stage. Most answers were a familiar affirmative action success/failure narrative,
with the usual dubious-looking statistics on both sides, and these almost all ended up at
some point within Level 2. It was surprising that most candidates relied on this battle of
statistics and failed to make more of the theoretical arguments around affirmative action
and link them to the question. Some did though, and the ‘No Excuses’ argument, for
example, could be very obviously cited as a reason why affirmative action is indeed doomed
to failure. The stronger answers were characterised by their clarity and consistent focus on
the question. The Ferguson riots were potentially more rewardable here than in question
three answers but were only infrequently linked convincingly to the question; candidates
tended to focus on the lack of minority representation in the police force and the failure of
attempts to increase it, rather than seeing police behaviour as a symptom of the racism
which might be held to doom measures to increase equality. The vast majority of the
answers were focused on affirmative action as expected, although there was uncertainty in
some answers over what exactly affirmative action is, and some distinguished unnecessarily
between quotas and affirmative action. Beyond affirmative action, candidates ranged widely:
the Civil Rights Act and majority-minority districts were referred to frequently and were
rewardable. Brown v Topeka Board also appeared, but few made the case that it was indeed
as a political measure, and it was also hard to reward immigration reform as a measure to
promote racial equality. Few will have studied the Affordable Care Act in this context but,
given the disproportionately high number of the uninsured among minority groups, it could
be argued very plausibly to be such a measure.
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Examiner Comments

The merit of this answer is that it stays focused on the question throughout.
The quality of the analysis is not particularly high, and some of the evidence
has the anecdotal quality which unfortunately characterises many race
answers. The 'statistics' are unimpressive, particularly the references to
surveys on pages two and four which, if they weren't made up on the spot,
might as well have been. Examiners saw several versions of the comparative
figures for black graduation - 1972 and 1997 here - but they were almost
always comparisons between the 70s and the 90s, which seem very dated now.

Examiner Tip

Statistics - unless you can cite a source, or the figures
are either very well known or very easily checkable (the
percentage of incumbents re-elected in 2014 for example),
statistics add nothing to an answer and give the impression
you are having to scrape the barrel of your knowledge.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates should:
•

Employ a short answer structure - three points developed fully or four points with less
detail can both work equally well

•

Use examples supporting the points they are making, and make them as detailed as
possible

•

Think carefully before they start writing about which elements of their knowledge can be
made relevant

•

Ensure long answers have a conclusion when the main argument is restated

•

Use only those sources or statistics or figures which are very well known or easily
checkable. Do not cite sources or statistics which add nothing to the answer

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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